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1352 A Genius Prince And A Rumored Trash Prince 

The Prince’s words around the head formation master Suzi’s interest. 

“The prince’s scope of intelligence is really vast...” Head Formation Master Suzi spoke. 

“Ahaha, it’s nothing. To come across such information in the Northern Immortal Court is rather easy. 

People sell it for a dime a dozen.” The prince chuckled. 

“Still... to make the price end his training early? I thought you would stay at the Northern Immortal 

Court for another hundred years.” Head Formation Master Suzi said with confusion. “Is there something 

more to this... Trash Prince?” he asked. 

“That is what I want to verify. His rise has been sudden... From what I heard, he used to be at the 

Immortal ascension realm and suddenly broke through directly reaching the Immortal realm.” The 

prince replied. 

“But isn’t that normal? Even if it is a trash prince, the Holy Topaz Empire has more than enough 

resources to nurture mere mutts into an immortal, not to mention a prince.” The Head Formation 

Master Suzi said in doubt. 

“If that was all to it, I wouldn’t care. But the condition of this trash prince was different... he was born 

with mutated meridians that were further damaged by pill toxins in his childhood. This left him unable 

to progress beyond the Immortal Ascension realm. 

But then he reached the immortal realm and directly triggered not one but two immortal tribulations, 

direct reaching the second tribulation stage of the immortal realm.” The Prince explained. 

“Hmm... mutated meridians and pill toxin accumulation are both hard to deal with... even for the Holy 

Topaz Empire, a healing pill needed to fix that would easily be at the sixth or seventh immortal grade. 

For a trash prince I doubt’ they would use one unless he brought some merit.” Head Formation Master 

Suzi pondered. 

“Exactly.” The Prince nodded his head. “Not to mention... I also heard some unverified rumors. The 

newly broken through prince actually defeated two immortals at the Fourth Tribulation stage of the 

Immortal realm.” He added. 

“Fighting two realms above him?” The Head Formation master was stunned. “Even if it is an unverified 

rumor, I can see why the prince would be interested.” He said after thinking. 

“Indeed... I’d like to see that trash prince with my own two eyes and see... just what fortune he 

obtained. If it is good enough, I’d like it for myself... it’ll come in use for the next Gathering of Immortal 

Geniuses.” The Prince stated. 

“The Gathering Of Immortal Geniuses!” The Head Formation Master Suzi was stunned and a hint of 

amazement appeared in his eyes. “My Prince, you... you obtained the qualifications?” 



“Ahahaha, yeah... I can now truly say that my training in the Northern Immortal Court didn’t go to 

waste. Which is also why I could end it early. I realized I may as well visit mother and father, while also 

bringing some friends I made there on a vacation.” The Prince confirmed. 

In response to this, the Head Formation master looked at the people that were standing behind the 

Prince. These people had arrived with the prince, but Suzi hadn’t paid much attention to them. 

All of them were dressed in rather high quality robes; some looking like nobles and some like daoists of 

immortal sects. 

The Rust Sky world had outlawed sects since ancient times and thus it was very unusual to find Daoist of 

the immortal sect here. Many even avoided the Rust Sky world, since they had outlawed the sects. 

Though itinerant and wandering cultivators didn’t care for it either. 

“Ah! I see. All of Prince’s friends are the honored guests of the Dao Wind Empire. The Head Formation 

master of the Dao Wind Empire greets you all.” Suzi greeted the rest. 

The Prince turned around to face his friends and nodded his head as well. 

“This is Head Formation Master Suzi. He has been a great help to me and was my Formation teacher 

once too.” The Prince stated. 

“So it is Master Suzi. This Daoist pays his respects.” A man wearing plain white Daoist robes greeted. 

“You can call me Daoist Chu.” 

“Welcome Daoist Chu.” Suzi greeted. 

“Greetings master Suzi, I am princess Wei of the Shang Dao Empire.” A girl dressed in the robes of 

nobility spoke. 

Her vibe was fiery and so were her clothes, that were all red. Even her aura seemed to be rather fiery, 

making one think that they were standing in front of a blazing bonfire. 

“Princess Wei of the Shang Dao Empire? From the Three Aster World?” Master Suzi was surprised by 

this. 

“You are right, Master Suzi.” The princess nodded her head. 

In response to this, Master Suzi looked at the prince with a little hesitation on his face. 

“Just don’t tell father and it’ll be fine.” The Prince whispered. 

“This... alright... Just make sure to keep the princess away from the main palace Prince. The Emperor will 

not be pleased to hear someone from the Shang Dao Empire is here.” Master Suzi warned with a little 

concern. 

“I’ll take care of it.” The Prince assured. “Don’t worry.” 

The other companions of the Prince also introduced themselves, each of them having a rather influential 

name. But that was not all, as their cultivation bases were all strong, with the weakest being at the Fifth 

Stage of the Immortal realm! 



It could be said that all of them were a genius in their own self and yet there were so many of them 

here. 

“Come on, let’s head out. We don’t need to register here.” The Prince said and took the lead. 

The surrounding cultivators who had arrived along with them heard the Prince and Master Suzi’s 

conversations feeling rather stunned. 

“I never would have expected that I’d see so many geniuses here.” Someone spoke. 

“Not just geniuses, didn’t you hear? They all came from the Northern Immortal Court and were training 

there. That is not something just anyone can do.” Another person spoke. 

The prince and the rest didn’t care for the whispers of the people, as they were used to it all. But among 

these newly arrived traversals, there was a veiled woman that stared at them with interest. 

 


